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5. Finite Element and Numerical Integration Analyses of the




This report is one volume of a Design Analysis Report prepared by LaRC
on portions of the pressure shell for the National Transonic Facility. This
report is to be used in conjunction with reports prepared under NASA
Contract NAS1-13535(c) by the Ralph M. Parsons Company (Job Number 5409-3
•	 dated September 1976) and Fluidyne Engineering Corporation (Job Number 1060
dated September 1975). The volumes prepared by LaRC are listed below:
1. Finite Difference Analysis of Cone/Cylinder Junction (304 S.S.)
Vol. 1, NASA TM X-73957-1.
2. Finite Element Analysis of Corners #3 and #4 (304 S.S.), Vol. 2S,
NASA TM X-73957-2.
3. Finite Element Analysis of Plenum Region Including Side Access
Reinforcement, Side Access Door and Angle of Attack Penetration
(304 S.S.), Vol. 3S, NASA TM X73957-3-
4. Thermal Analysis (304 S.S.) Vol. 4S, NASA TM X73957-4-
NTF DESIGN CRITERIA




THE DESIGN OF THE PRESSURE SHELL REFLECTED IN THIS REPORT
SATISFIES THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OF THE ASME BOILER AND PRESSURE
VESSEL CODE, SECTION VIII, DIVISION 1. SINCE DIVISION 1 DOES NOT
CONTAIN RULES TO COVER ALL DETAILS OF DESIGN, ADDITIONAL ANALYSES
WERE PERFORMED IN AREAS HAVING COMPLEX CgNFIGURATIONS SUCH AS THE
CONE CYLINDER JUNCTIONS, THE GATE VALVE BULKHEADS, THE BULKHEAD-
SHELL ATTACHMENTS, THE PLENUM ACCESS DOORS AND REINFORCEMENT
AREAS,THE ELLIPTICAL CORNER SECTIONS, AND THE FIXED REGION (RING
SO OF THE TUNNEL. THE DIVISION 1 DESIGN CALCULATIONS, THE
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES AND THE CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS
OF THE ADDITIONAL ANALYSES TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE INTENT OF
DIVISION 1 REQUIREMENTS ARE CONTAINED IN THE TEXT OF THIS REPORT.
THE DESIGN ANALYSES AND ASSOCIATED CRITERIA CONSIDERED BOTH THE
OPERATING AND HYDROSTATIC TEST CONDITIONS.
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DESIGN, A DETAILED F'A`IGUE ANALYSIS OF THE
PRESSURE SHELL WAS ALSO PERFORMED UTILIZING TrIE METHODS OF THE
ASME CODE, SECTION VIII, DIVISION 2.
MATERIAL
THE PRESSURE SHELL MATERIAL SHALL BE ASME, SA-240, GRADE 304 FOR
PLATE AND SA-182, GRADE F304 FOR FORGINGS.THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES AT
TEMPERATURES EQUAL TO-OR BELOW 150°F ARE AS FOLLOWS:
(A) PLATE
YIELD = 30.0 KSI
ULTIMATE t 75.0 KSI
(B) WELDS (AUTOMATIC, SEMIAUTOMATIC, OR "STICK")
YIELD = 30.0 KSI
ULTIMATE = 75.0 KSI
OPERATING, DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS
THE OPERATING, DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS FOR THE TUNNEL PRESSURE





ANY MIXTURE OF AIR AND NITROGEN
2. DESIGN TEMPERATURE RANGE
MINUS 320 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT TO PLUS 150 DEGREES
S
	 FAHRENHEIT, EXCEPT IN THE REGION OF THE PLENUM BULKHEADS
AND GATE VALVES INSIDE A 23-FOOT, 4-INCH DIAMETER, FOR
WHICH THE TEMPERATURE RANGE IS MINUS 320 DEGREES










URE IS LIMITED TO


















8.3 to 130	 A. 8 EXTERNAL
B. 119 INTERNAL
3.3 to 130	 A.. 15 EXTERNAL
B. 114 INTERNAL
56 (EXTERNAL TO PLENUM)
8.3 to 130
	 A. 8 EXTERNAL
B. 119 INTERNAL
0











IN THE REMAINDER OF
THE TUNNEL CIRCUIT BY
24 PSI, BUT DOES NOT




0 to 130	 A. 15 EXTERNAL
B. 119 INTERNAL
A. 25 (INTERNAL TO
PLENUM)














*OPERATING PROCEDURES LIMIT PRESSURES TO THAT SHOWN.
D.	 CONDITION IV - PLENUM
ISOLATION GATES CLOSED
AND ACCESS DOORS OPEN:
TUNNEL CIRCUIT EXCEPT 8.3 to 130	 A. 8 EXTERNAL
PLENUM B. 119 INTERNAL
PLENUM 14.7	 0
BULKHEAD A. 119 (EXTERNAL TO
PLENUM) FOR MINUS
320 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
TO PLUS 150 DEGREES
FAHRENHEIT
3 B. 115.7 (EXTERNAL TO
PLENUM) FOR PLUS 151
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT TO PLUS
200 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
*OPERATING PROCEDURES LIMIT PRESSURES TO THAT SHOWN.
1.	 SECTION VII'
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4. HYDROSTATIC TEST DESIGN CONDITIONS
THE PRESSURE SHELL WAS DESIGNED FOR HYDROSTATIC TEST IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ASME CODE, SECTION
VIII, DIVISION 1. THE TEST PRESSURES SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS.
PRESSURE SHELL TEMPERATURE SHALL BE EQUAL TO OR BELOW
100°F DURING HYDROSTATIC TESTS.
CONDITION (1) - MAXIMUM INTERNAL PRESSURE CONDITION
FOR THE ENTIRE TUNNEL CIRCUIT
18 7j PH1 = 1.5 (119) (1-8.2 ) + HYDROSTATIC HEAD
= 183.4 PSI + HYDROSTATIC HEAD
CONDITION (2) - MAXIMUM DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CONDITION
ACROSS THE PLENUM BULKHEADS
PFi2 = 1.5 (18 . 7)  (119) + HYDROSTATIC HEAD
= 183.4 + HYDROSTATIC HEAD
PH2 = 1.5 (115.7) C8'} + HYDROSTATIC HEAD
= 183.4 + HYDROSTATIC HEAD
*TUNNEL OPERATION LIMITATIONS PRECLUDE, PRESSURE
DIFFERENTIALS ACROSS BULKHEADS IN EXCESS OF
115.7 PSI FOR BULKHEAD AND GATE TEMPERATURES
IN EXCESS OF 150°F.
CONDITION (3) - MAXIMUM REVERSE DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
CONDITION ACROSS THE PLENUM BULKHEADS
PH3 = 1.5 (8'2) (25) = 38.5 PSI
THE PRESSURE SHELL EXCEPT FOR THE PLENUM SHALL BE
PRESSURIZED TO 144.9 PSIG. THE PLENUM SHALL BE
PRESSURIZED TO 183.4 PSIG.
PRESSURE SHELL STRESS EVALUATION CRITERIA
THIS CRITERIA ESTABLISHES THE BASIS FOR ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE
PRESSURE SHELL SO IT WILL MEET OR EXCEED ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS
OF SECTION VIII, DIVISION 1 OF THE ASME BOILER AND PRESSURE VESSEL
CODE AND CAN BE STAMPED WITH A DIVISION 1 "U" STAMP.
(A) THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESS (S)
S = 18.2 KSI (-320°F TO +150°F)
S = 17.7 KSI (-320°F TO +200°F)
(B) PRIMARY BENDING PLUS PRIMARY MEMBRANE STRESS£
THE LOCAL MEMBRANE STRESSES ARE NOT GENERALLY
CONSIDERED IN SECTION VIII, DIVISION 1 DESIGNS.
HOWEVER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF DESIGNING LOCAL
REINFORCEMENT AT BP.ACKETS, RINGS OR PENETRATIONS NOT
COVERED BY DESIGN'BASED ON STRESS ANALYSIS, THE LOCAL
SHELL MEMBRANE STRESS SHALL BE:
Pb+PC1.5SE
NOTE: E IS JOINT EFFICIENCY
2.	 IN REGIONS OF THE PRESSURE SHELL WHERE DIVISION 1 DOES NOT
CONTAIN RULES TO COVER ALL DETAILS OF DESIGN CREF.
U-2(g)), ADDITIONAL ANALYSES WERE PERFORMED UTILIZING THE
GUIDELINES OF THE ASME CODE, SECTION VIII, DIVISION 2,
APPENDIX 4, "DESIGN BASED ON STRESS ANALYSIS." THE BASIC
STRESS CRITERIA FOR DIVISION 2 IS REPRESENTED IN FIGURE
4-130.1 AND RESTATED BELOW INDICATING ANY MODIFICATIONS OR
EXCESS REQUIREMENTS APPLIED TO IT TO RE14AIN WITHIN THE
INTENT OF DIVISION 1 AND TO OBTAIN A DIVISION 1 STAMP.
A. GENERAL PRINCIPAL MEMBRANE STRESS
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESS
S = 18.2 KSI (-320°F TO +150°F)
S = 17.7 KSI (-320°F TO }200 °F)
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESS INTENSITY
S m = 20.0 KSI (-320°F TO +300°F)
B. PRI14ARY GENERAL MEMBRANE STRESS INTENSITY
Pm- Sm
AND IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH DIVISION 1, THE MAXIMUM
PRINCIPAL MEMBRANE STRESS MUST BE!
Pm C S
NOTE: THE * IS USED TO DENOTE THAT MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL
STRESSES ARE TO BE '.OMPUTED FOR THE GIVEN LOADING
CONDITION. THE INT ENT IS TO DETERMINE THE STRESSES WHICH
REPRESENT THE HOOP STRESSES AND MERIDIONAL STRESSES WHICH




1."+.	 DESIGN LOADS, PRIMARY LOCAL MEMBRANE STRESS INTENSITY
PL Le' 1. 5 Sm
NOTE: LOCAL MEMBRANE STRESS INTENSITY IS DEFINED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH DIVISION 2,
APPENDIX 4-112M. `Z HE TOTAL TflERIDIONAL
LENGTH IS CONSIDERED TO BE 1.0 \I RT.
D. DESIGN LOADS, PRIMARY LOCAL MEMBRANE PLUS PRIMARY
BENDING STRESS INTENSITY
i
PL + Pb	1.5 Sm
E. OPERATING LOADS, PRIMARY PLUS SECONDARY STRESS
INTENSITY
P L + Pb + Q<3 Sm
3. A FATIGUE ANALYSIS WAS CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SECTION VIII, DIVISION 2 WITHOUT MODIFICATION.
4. HYDROSTATIC TEST CONDITION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A. PRESSURE SHELL
IN ACCORDANCE WITH DIVISION 1 OF THE ASME CODE,
DESIGN ANALYSIS OF THE PRESSURE SHELL FOR THE
HYDROSTATIC TEST CONDITION IS NOT REQUIRED.
HOWEVER, IN ORDER TO PROVIDE A SATISFACTORY
ENGINEERING DESIGN FOR THE PRESSURE SHELL SPECIAL
EMPHASIS WAS GIVEN, AS PROMPTED BY NOTE (1) OF
SECTION VIII, DIVISION 1 OF THE ASME CODE, TO FLANGES
OF GASKETED JOINTS OR OTHER APPLICATIONS WHERE SLIGHT
AMOUNTS OF DISTORTION CANT CAUSE LEAKAGE OR
MALFUNCTION. EXAMPLES OF THESE AREAS ARE THE PLENUM,
PLENUM ACCESS DOORS, PLENUM ACCESS DOOR
REINFORCEMENT, THE BULKHEADS, A14D BULKHEAD FLANGES:
B. SUPPORT RINGS
DESIGN OF THE PRESSURE SHELL SUPPORT RINGS, INCLUDING
ix
THE CORNER RINGS Q FOR THE HYDROSTATIC TEST CONDITION,
COMPLIES WITH THE FOLLOWING:
(A) THE COMBINED VALUE OF THE SHELL CIRCUMFERENTIAL
PRESSURE STRESS t S. AND SHELL
BENDING STRESS S 2 , RESULTING FROM ACTION OF A
PORTION OF THE SHELL AS All
INNER FLANGE OF THE RING, SHALL NOT EXCEED 0.8
WELD YIELD STRESS:
S  + S2 tC 0.8 WELD YIELD STRESS,




	PH (T) + .6 PH ; PH INCLUDES HYDROSTATIC
HEAD CORRECTION, AND
5 2 = RING BENDING STRESS AT INNNER FLANGE, BASED
ON AN EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF THE PRESSURE
SHELL ACTING AS AN INNER FLANGE OF THE
RING OF 1.1 MULTIPLIED BY THE
SQUARE ROOT OF DO T,
(B) THE BENDING STRESS, S 2 ON THP OUTSIDE FLANGE
SHALL NOT EXCEED .9 WELD YIELD
STRESS. (IN THE COMPUTER ANALYSIS ALL
LOADING CONDITIONS ARE LIMITED TO
.9 SY ON THE OUTER FLANGE.)
(C) BRACKETS AND SUPPORT PAD WELDME iTS
THE (DESIGN FOR ALL LOADING CONDITIONS INCLUDING
THE HYDROSTATIC TEST CONDITION OF THOSE PORTIONS
OF BRACXETS AND SUPPORT PAD WELDMENTS WHICH ARE
ATTACHED TO THE PRESSURE SHELL BUT NOT ON THE
SURFACE OF THE SHELL SHALL COMPLY 41TTH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE AISC CODE, I.E. MAXIMUM
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7.1	 OUTER RING
,tLIDRODUCMILITY OF Thl.
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SPEC	 9 X 12 RE IN  W I.TH 9 FT HOLE10.1	 9 FT PIPE SECTION 1 qlSCRLE
I	 i-








! 1 I 1	 6
1	 6
t
6 3 3 3
1 I 1 6 3 3 3
1 i i i f 	I	 6 66
I	 I	 l	 I	 I66
I	 1 1	 1	 1	 T	 ;	 1	 I	 I	 61	 i
6 3 3 3
I I 1 6 3 3 3
1 I 1 6 3 3 3
! I f 1 1, I 1 f 1 1 6 6 3 3 3'
f I I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 6 6 3 3 3














1	 ! 3 ! ! 6 6 3 3 3
f ! f 6 6 3 3 3
! 1 ! 6 6 3 3 3
1 1 ! 6 6 3 3 3
I 1 6 6 3 3 3
1 1 ! s 6 3 3 3
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SPEC	 ECYJ^H ? FT HOLE
10.1	 1	 N 9 BCRLE It
It-ORODUCMUM OF THE
0JUMUL PAGE M POOR
FI'41 urt /?'
2 3 3 2 3 2 a s
2 3 3
to to to IN so to 30 to to to to to to to to to
so to in ta	 10	 to	
to	 to
	











































10 10 i0 1	 6
B
i	 1^	 6 7
11'-'1	 '	 1	 1 8 7 6
1.0	 11 11	 1.21	
`!^	
1	 ,1111	 10 8
	
5
7 17 15 15
10 10 10 8 17 15 i5
la 10 1 F 8 17 15 is
10 10 i0 9 17 15 16
10 10 10`' 9 17 15 16
!	 10 10 10 10 10 10 l0 I1 30 7 6 9 17 15 16
10 10 10 10 10 10
1
110 it 10 7 s 9 17 is 16





KI 11 i1 10 11
l	 I 10 i0 7 S 8 17 15 I6
I0 30 7 5 $ 17 is 16
10
k.
10 7 5 8 17 15 LS
10 10 7 5 0 17 i6 15
10 10 7 5 8 17 15 i5
10 10 7 5 B 17 1S 15
10 LO 7 5 8 17 15 15
SPEC	 N^F 5 `( 12 RCCESS OPENING
	 o	 51^3-1	 HELL	 SCALE
,
Fiyu,cc z6
DISFLRY= PSI /1000	 NODE=	 1, SURFRCE=
	 1





to	 le	 1	 1 3
 X714
11 19 17 to
to 8 1e 16 1?
8 t3 0 a 17 14 is
H Is 14 14
to to 16 13 13
I1 11 11 12 12 11 to 10 it 7 3 H is i4 14
13 12 12 11 to 10 9 a to 7 4 a t7 Iq 14
14 13 13 10 10 5 3 3 10 7 q 8 17 Is is
t 2
	 1 8 	 1 	] a	
10	 11
12 1^	 3^ 
13




10 to 7 4 H 17 is is
11 11 7 4 a L7 is 16
I1 11 7 4 6 17 15 16
1 7 4 a 17 i5 16





to It 7 4 a 17 is Is
9 t0 7 4 a 17 is is






10	 10 9	 120	 101 R MR 4 '	^ 7 5
5	 1 15 14 12
1I 11 II 7 16 15 14
1:2 12 13 17
12 12 tl is 17 17
to 9 is 17 is
8 6 9 1.0 10 11 to 7 to 17 16 to
a a a 9 11 12 1.2 to 7 9 9 17 16 17
9 to to 11 12 12 10 7 8
5
is is is
I I to to a 8 5 Is 1.5 is
is is is
is is
9 7 a 5 16 is is
to a a 8 16 is I
10 1.0 a a 8
is
is Is






X 12 ACCESS OPENING
-1	 H SCALE
2Z
6 7 7 8	 5
6	 '	 3
4	 9	 3 33
4q
	 3	 3^2
4	 y 4	 5	 ~'	 5	 3
4 8 8 8
6 6 5 3 8 8 6
S 5 4 3 T 8 8
y y ^{ 3 7 7 8
5 4 y 3 7 T 8
S 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 5 3 3 a 8 a
7 5 5 5 5 5 S 5 5 6 4 Y a 8 B








3	 3 3	 3
`^
3	 9
`^ 5 5 5 3 4 8 8 8
S 5 5 3 3 8 8 8
6 5 5 3 3 8 8 8
6 S S 3 3 8 8 8
5 S 5 3 3 8 8 8
5 5 6 3 3 8 8 8





SPEC	 NTF 9 X 12 RCCESS OPENING
3.1	 SHELL
10/1/ 1
DISPLRY=	 P52 /1000 ► NODE=	 1, SURFACE-
	
0




7 7 6 7	 1
3	 3
3	 2' 	4 
1^
3 2	 2	 1-1




4 10 $ 10
5 5 5 3 9 7 3
i	 4 4 2 2 6 7 8
q 4 3 3 7 6 7
4 9 'f 3 8 6 6
6 6 5 5 6 6 6 7 8 5 -3 3 6 7 6
9 7 6 5 4 4 4 5 7 6 -2 4 9 7 6














3 5 6 5 -1 3 9 6 8
7 7 5 -2 3 5 7 B
B 7 4 -2 3 3 7 9
6 7 5 -2 3 9 7 9
8 7 5 -2 3 9 7 9
6 7 5 - 1 3 9 7 3
6 7 5 -1 3 9 7 9
7 7 7
sweep
D 1 SPLRY= PS2 / 1000 , NODE=








64\3 6	 R	 3 2 6	 7
6 6 0 3 6
q7I5- 6
5 s a 6 9
5 4 3 7 a 9








-s 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 4 5 5
5 5 4 S 5 q 7 9
, Z3 5 4 5 5 4 7 8
a 3 5 5 14 7 8
3 3 6 5 4 6
3 3 S 5 4 6
3 3 S 6 3 6
3 3 S 6 3 6 a
2 3 5 8 -r3 6 9 6
DISPLAY_ P51 /1000 . NODE=	 1, SURFACE=	 0
	 10./1/1
s 6 6 6 5
5 8 7
W77 M76
 S 5 5
5
S 5 fi










52	 3	 S	 6	 1)	 9	 g`	
.8 3	 8	 6	 6 5
52	 3	 4	 fi	 8	 14	 9 1	 3	 8 g	
7 a	 6 6 5
$
6
1 2 3 9 e 11







6	 7l01	 1	 2	 3	 7	 L2	 1	 1	
3 11 3 10	
7$
S5
0 0 2 1 6 11 9	 = 0 57
s
6 5 5





8	 6 5 ^ 5 ^ 6
i 0	 1
8 6 R 57








12 10	 9	 7 6	 6 5#
4
cE 4 6
$ 5 5 510 14	 9	 7	 7	 5
f




5 5 59	 8	 8	 7	 B	 5
4
8	 8	 7	 7 6	 5 S
5 6
4,-- #'RODUaBJLT OF Tam
















SPEC	 NSHELLX 12 ACCESS OPENING Q-- -- -^
015PLRY^	 PS i /1000	 NODE=	 1, SURFRCE== 1
SPEC	 NTF 9 X 12 RCCESS OPENING
4.1	 SHELL
r





4	 s	 s	 6	 6	 6	





\/,5/, \6//6'\, A66 X XsS	 6	 6  	 5
4	 6	 5	 7	 T	 T
7. 7 4	 5 4 S	 s	 6	 S 5	 $	 5
	
3	 'l	 6	 8	 9	 12	 85 7 6	 5	 6 776	 5 S	 5
	
1	 3	 3	 7	 3	 1Z	 3 1 3	




	 p S	 7	 6	 6	 5
	
©	 1	 2	 5	 S	 12	 1 3 1 4 1 12 10	 7	 8	 76 6 6	 5
	0	 4	 !	 3	 8	 12	 1	 1	 ^ 1 if 12 g 9	 7	 7	 7	 6	 5
	
-1	 0	 D	 3	 2	 12	 71at f5 1 fl	 8	 7	 7	 5
	
-[	 3	 -6i4	
, 13 1 '_a ° 8 9 9
	
7	 6 6	 5	 S i
_ 	 t!1	 9	 9	 7
	
r	 1 .f	 9	 5 .
9
5
1	 a ^ ^	 s
' 70 1 9 1	 sS a	 6
	
1312 11 EO s	 5 
^3 
8	 7 6	 5	 6
	
11 10 5	 8	 8	 10" 3 7	 6	 B
e
9 10 10 9 9 s	 9	
7	 7	 7
3 3 5 3 8 B	 9	 €7	 7	 7	 I




















2 \\,2 /3-2	 -1	
11	
1	 2	 a	 2!2
al	 2
3	 31	 -1	 -2	 -2	 -2	 a	 0





































	 I u I
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7' Rl





1 -6 3 -2
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SPEC	 NTF 9 X 12 RCCESS OPENINGq. 1 
	 SHELL.





N F 5 X 12 ACCESS OPENING
SHELL
r-iv y r- 31
".







Q 1 1	 2 3 3
! 0	 1 2	 2	 3 3 3
3 IX^{ 2
Q y0 0	
-1	 0	 0	 2	 2	 2	 3 3 3 3
2 0 1 0 0









C	 0	 -i	 0	 -1	 2	 0	 -t	
\	 3^G
-3 0 T1 q 	 Ol	 0 a	 2
0	 4 4
Y 3
-2 -'1 0 i i	 ?	 ? !	 S3	 5	 Ll S4 ^! 9 ^[












-Z -3 -3 -;*J
-1 ^	 ^ 3 '	 ^	 5	 0_5 5 5 y
?	 ^	 -^ .^ 6 5 57
^ \ ^6 	B,	 ^ 7 6 5 5











7 6 5 9I3	 3	 3	 3	 q	 7
E
0 P 1 3	 3	 5	 6 7 'i
Y 3
^
7 6 q 40	 2	 2	 3	 5	 8
`^.6
^
Y 3 3	 }
10/1/1
DISPLHY.-- PSI /1000 , NODE=	 1, SURFACE--	 0
MA
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PSI /1000	 NODE::	 1, SURFACE=	 1
DISPLAY=	 P31 /1000 . BODE=
	 1, SURFACE=
	 10/x/1
NT	 ^2 RCESS OPENINGS ERXSPEC
SCALE
0
-- --- -- -----
Fi-quye 35'









D I SPLRY= P52 / 1000 , NODE=	 1, SURFACE=
	 2
p.





Fir, v y e 32'
k
SPEC	 NTF 9X12 % NF-
6.1	 INNER RI SCALE
D I SPLAY= PSI /1000





























-rr- nW4 n mr- Tkir-
10/1/-





















S' EC	 NTT 9X12 REINF.
6-i	 INNER RING SCRL57
A
A
P: I ,qt) y c Lfb
4'L R Y --- 	 P52 / 1.000	 NODE=	 1, SURFRCE=	 0 10/i/i









N^ T '—	 i1PE C 	
INNER R 
YNEINF.


















R TRODUCI$ILM OF TI P'










;='J,rl a re 4Z
^.rte	 ^'.sees xav+2ca2'sr
10/1r1


























DISPLAY- PS2 /1000 , NOOE=	 1, SURFACE=	 2
C	 NTF 9X12 RE I NF .
A	 INNER RING
P I 'g u r c 93
DISPLRY=	 PSI /1000 , NODE--	 1, SURFACE=	 0
	 10/1/1
5PEC











D I SPLRY= PSI / 1000
	 NODE:	 1, SURFACE;	 1
	 10/1%1
10 /111	 =	 '.
























































































SPEC 9 X 12 RE I NF





^^	 U re -
10/1/I





SPEC	 N T F 9 X ^2 REINF
8•1	 CENTER TR IANGLES
F
DISPLAY=
	 PS2 /1000 , NODE=	 1, SURFACE-::	 I
	 10/1/1











D I SPLAY=	 P,5 1 11000 s N011 	 R
I	 r
SPEC 37 SCHLE















-R%"AL pal is pool,
SCR LE
P7 I'l () T e, 	 -r. 2-
Q I SPI_HY=	 P52 /1000 . NODE=	 1. SURFACE=
	 O	 10/1/1
SPEC	 9 X 12 R I NF WITH 9 FT HOLE9.1
	 TR I ANGLE AROUND 9 FT HOLE GIE
Fi y U rc- 53










SPEC	 9 X 12 $^INF WITH 3 FT /U/E






DISPLRY=	 PS  / 1000. NODE=	 1 . SURFRCE=	 0
1 t 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 S 5 5 S 5 5
2 2 3 3 3 3 4 K 4 5 S & 7 B 3 3 10 1D	 I
3 3 3 4 4 4 S $ 7 8 9 10 L1 12 13 14 1.5 15
2 3 3 4 6	 7
2q 	 21	 21
g	 11	 12	 1^!	
15	 i7	 i8	
l9	 20
^;ROc aF^ pXC,,t IS ppOR
SPEC	
9 FT 1 PIPE  I SECT ON	
FT HOLE
f G 5 ^/
r ^ 	 ,--.:..,.., nrerrw.^..
	
.;	
-•u^y.,	 _:u - iis^.a.a:s..^	 --•; 	 -,.::,^+:.ie
SPEC	 9 X 12 REINF WITH 9 FT HOLE
1.0 . 1 	 9 FT PIPE SECTION Z AS:c LE




10/1/I01 SPLRYW PSI /1300
	 NODE=	 1 , SURFACE=	 1	 E
2 2 2 2 2 2 ?. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 Y 4
2 2 2 2
!1
2 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 Y 5 5 6 5 7	 i
4 '^ R iS S 5 6 B 7 3 9 11 12 13 13 14 14
G 5 6 7









01SPLRY=	 PS1 /1000 ► NODE=	 1, SURFACE=	 2
1 ! 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 S 6 7 7 8 8 8
2 3 3 It 5 S 8 3 11 12 13 1'1 14 15 15 15 15 15
















D I SPI-RY=	 P32 /1000
	 NODE=	 1 ► SURFRCE=	 0
2 3 3 4 4 4 s s $
-2
-1 -1 0 a 1 2 3 3 q 4 5 5 5 5 s 5
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
SPEC	 9 FT 1 PI 
2.
RETNrr- WITH 9 FT HOLEPE SECT ON 1 EPEE
D I' j FL P Y =	 P52 /1000 , NODE=	 1. SURFACE=	 I
0 1 t 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
-4 -q -4 --q -s -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -s -6 -5 -s -s -5 -5
-1 0 a 0 1 1 t 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
12	 12	 t3	 13	
I 3 	13	
12
SPEC	 9 X 12 REINF WITH 9 FT HOLE





D I SPLRY-- PS2 /1000 , NODE=	 1, SURFRCE=	 2
2 3 q q
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 11 11 12 1 3 13 14
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
-10	 -10	 -10	 -10
-10
SFEC	 9 X 12 REINF WITH 9 FT HOLE









SPEC	 9 ^T l PIRE I SECTION ? FT HOLE
F j gp	 & 2-
77777777
s e 7 7 s 5 4 3 2 t i 0 0 0 0. o o D
17	 : 17 17 16 16 15 14 12 11 4 8 6 5 4 3 3 2 2
17 17 38 15 14 i2 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 2 2
211	 21	 20	 19	 18	 17	 16	 14	 12	 11	 9	 7	 6	 4 8 2 1
f








9 ^T I PIPE I S^CWION 6 FT HOLESPEC11.1
C ^nE
D I SPl_RY=	 PS2 / 1000 , NODE=
	 1 , SURFRC-E=	 1
	 10/1/1
F1'q u re CMG









14 14 13 12 11 L0 9 8 7 2 1 D
-1 -i
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SPEC	 N F S X 1 DOORS
11.1	 S AL FLAN E - SIDE SCRLF- `-
U,	 DISPLAY- PSI /1000 . NODE=	 1, SURFACE=	 0
3 3 2









5 a a a s 8 7 7 7 6 e 5 6 6 rs Ll
7 7 7 S 5 4 4 4 3
10 a 3 93 9 3 8 8 El 7 6 6 6 4 y 3
10 to
10 10 9 9 10 9 B Is 8 7 7 6 6 5 4
2 t 0 2 2 t o z 3 1 0 1 3 0 1
^ --1 ^1 1 9 ^1 -1 t 9 0 -1 n e -t -t ^
1
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11 4 2 4 11 ^ 1
3
11 4 I 2 11 2 -i 1
9 B 9 4 9 6 3 3 8 5 2 2 7 4. L 2
6 9 13 9 6 3 12 8 4 3 11 7 3 10 12 6
10 b 5 6 10 6 4 6 8 3 3 4 5 1 t 3
11 5 6 6 11 4 4 6 3 3 2 4 8 A 0 2
12 6 6 7 11 6 '! 6 10 if 3 4 10 1 0 1
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SPEC	 NTF 3 X 12 DOORS
2.1 PLATE ONLY SCRLE j
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SPEC	 NTF 9 X 12 DOORS
2.1	 PLATE ONLY
0
DISPLAY= P32 /1000 . NODE= 	 I. SURFACE=
	 0
	 10/1/1 .1
-1 -3 -2 -1 a 3 -2 -1 0 -2 -1 1
-1
-2 -! 0 -1 -2 -1 0 n -^ -1 -I 0
q
-1 a 0 -1 -2 -.1 0 0 -2 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0
1 0 0 0 -1 Q 0 0 -1 q' a 0 -] -1 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Q a ] a 0 Q Q
n ! I a 0 1 -1 1 0 I 1 1 a Q 0 -]
0 t i i q t 1 1 1 1 I 0 0 n a
1 i I ] I 1	 ] Z 2 1 1 2 2 1 q q -I
] ! k 3 l 1 1 1 ! 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 ^ I 1 1 a a
1 1 ! 1 I 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 0 Q
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	 10/i/I
-2 --2 -42 -3 -3 -2 0 3 3 3
3 3 -3 3 -4 -5 2 -5 -5 -2 2 5 --G 0
o
6 -3 -6 3 5 -3 -6 -2 ti A -7 -2 4 -6 7
7 3 -7 -3 6 -3 -7 -2 s -3 -7
-7 -3 7 -3 -6 -2 6 -3 -s -2 6 -4 =8
-6 -3 7
 -e -6 -2 6 -2 -6 -3 -7 -3
-3 -3 6 Q -3 -2 4 0 -3 -2 2 -1 -4 -3
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-11 3 8 3 -11 3 a 3 -10 3 7 3 -il 3 6 2
-3 3 7 3 4 3 7 4 ma 3 7 4 -8 3 6 2
-6 2 6 4 -6 2 6 6 -4 2 6 4 •-3 1 3 2
2 2 -1 1 2 3 0 1 3 2 -2 1 4 -'J 7 -1
-3 4 4 3 -2 4 6 3 -1 4 6 3 0 4 3 2
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r
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I 1 0 3 -4
SPEC	 NIF 9 X 12DORRS
3.1	 S IFFENER 8A R	 SCHLE
1
2 2
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	 10/1/1 '1
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-16 -16 -14 -13 -12
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C 0 0 -t -t -2 2 -2
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SPEC
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0 0 0 0
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SPEC	 NTF 9 X 2 DOORS








D I SPLAY= P52 /1000
	
NODE= 1. SURFACE- 	 1	 1 D/ 1/ 1
-16 -16 -15 -15
-12 -12 -11 -l0 -e -6 -4 3
7 7 ,? 7 -6 -6 -6 -G -6 »S -4 -4
t 0 D -1 -1 -1 -2 --2 3 3 -}! -+}
1 l 1 0 D D 0 0
fi^qur^ Z6
1 0/ 1/1




-!9 -1^ -13 -I2 -!0 -8
-6 -y -2
7 7 -7 -.7 -7 -7 -& -5 -5 -S -4 -3
0 0 0 -! -I -2 -2 -2 3 9 -y a}





SPEC	 NF 9 X 2 DOORS
4.1	 S IFFENE BAR B
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1	 _ 1 0/ 1/1
DISPLAY= P61 /1000. NODE, 1. SURFACE-
	
1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 1 i
0 0 0 0 0 1 i 2 2
1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 y 9
8 T-8 3 7 S 7 7 6 6 5 5 3^
ry
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97i'iy a re 3Z
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DISPLAY-- P52 /1000 . NODE= 1, SURFACE=	 I
13 -13 -12 -5 -8 -7 -4




SPEC	 NTF 9 X ^2 DRORS
STIFFENE BA C -
u re 3 Ll
DISPLAY= P52 /1000. NODE=	 1, SDRFRCE=,	 2
—13 —13 -13 r` —12 —19 —3 2 —1 p —.3 —7 —5 _3 = l —
f
r
0 0 —t —1 0 -2 —2 —2 —2
s
0 o a a t o o o -^ -a -
SPEC 
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SPEC NTF 9 X 12 DOORS
S IFFENER BAR 0
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-+l -4 -^} -^! -9 -9 -3 3 3 -9 -3 -2
t p p -f 0 p 0 -t -! -2 -2 -2
1 t 1 0 p 0 ! Q 0 0 -1 -2
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t l 1 1 1 1 1 0 t 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 P 1 1 l 1 1
1 I 1 3 3 2 9 3 3 2 2 2
I 2 3 4 2 4 ! 5 5 3 ^ 3
a
SPEC
	 N .F 9 X 1 DOORS







^^r	 l	 ^'af:4$5R':i"-@f!'WtPbk"^.''°n 	
., _;.	 ua3^__r YL+YD-t	 Enw..t^!.3±'_^i^S-^7i^ 	 ii4r
I A
10/1/1
DISPLAY	 PSI /1000	 NODE-- 1. SURFACE_	 1
0 0
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 t 0 a
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SPEC	 NF 9
	 12 DOORS7.1	 SfIFFENE







DISPLAY- P52 /1000 . NODE- 1. SURFACE,
	 Q
D a o
0 D 0 —i
—1 —f —1 0 D 0 —] —]
0 0 —i R —'4 —i —2 0 2 0 q 0
—2 D —^i 0
—i ] 2 —4 d 3 —t 0 ]
a
r
DISPLAY= P62 /1000 . NODE=	 1. SURFACE-
	 1
	 10/1/1
0 0 o M1 0 1 p -t ,2 ^ -6 -e
t t 0 -1 -3 p p p
2 E 1 -1 -^ 0 1 1 1 4 -1 -2
3 3 2 -5 1 1 3 3 9 3 2
-2 0 ^! 0 -11 2 -4 fl 3 ^t D F
x
STIFFEN^RiBfSPEC"7.1
DISPLAY= P52 /1000 . NODE= 1, SURFACE- 	 2
-! -1 -1 0 -+k -3 -3 -2 -9 1 1 2
-1 0 -2 -2 -2 -t 0 t] 0
-2 -2 ,2 -1 »1 -g -9 -2 --t -2 -2 -2
-3
-2 0 -11 2 -k I7 3 -1 0 1
= 2 2 L
3 3 2 1
3 2 t Q
2 1 t t
z t 0 0
2 1 R 0
1 • 0 0 fl
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 Q 0 0
-t Q t 2
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0







DISPLRY- PSI /1000. NODE=	 1. SURFACE-	 0
3 e 1 0
2 1 a -1
2 1 0 0
0 0




2 1 0 o




0 1 SPLRY= PSI /1000 - NODE= 1. SURFACE-












r—l-el o y e- -5d
-1
0 -^ 9 -S
0 -2 -4 -6
-1 -2 -4 -6
^ -,2 -4 --S
-1 -3 -4 -6





 P32 /1000	 NODE- 1. SURFACE=
0 -2 ;l -6
-1 -3 --6
--2 -Q 3 -4
--q -6
0 -Q -4 -Z
-3 -3 --4 --S
-3 -4 -Z
SPEC








O^SPLRY_ PSI /1000 . NODES	 1. SURFACE-
	 0
3 1 1 0 a
a t t a 0
1 1 a 0 0
2 t a 0
4 2 2 2 2
5 a £ 2 Q
3 0 1 2 9
3 1 1 2 3
5 2 2 3 '4
-1 2 3 5
4 1 2 3 5
3 1 E 3 5
5 2 2 3 5
-t 2 4 6
^ 1 2 'i 6





'1000	 NODE= SURFR L=CDISPLRY=
0
f2
R33 3 5 {
3 2 2 31 4
0 1 a	 0	 1 1 5
4	 2	 3	 it
-7	 2	 4	 4	 5




















3 1 1 0
3 -t 0 1 2
5 3 2 a 2
2 3 ti
-8 -3 1 3
6 3 3 4




F s'q u re- S (o
DISPLAY= P51 /1000	 NODE=	 1. SURFACE=	 2
O I SPLAY- PS2 /1000
	 NODE- 1. SURFRCE,
	 0 10/t/].
i o 0 A a









3 -3 -if -2 -1
0 -10 -4 -2 a
40 -'f -2 -1 a
P -3 -2 0 1
fiiyure 52
1 v -1 -2 -2
v 0 a a
0 1 0 0 0
1 -2 -1 -1 fl
15 -6 • -3 -2 -1
-1 0 -1 0
2 -'! -3 -1 0
a 7 -4 -2 -1
10 lo2 -6 -4 -1
4 -1 -3 -2 -1
0 -a -3 -2 -1
2 -8 1-4 -1 0
i
1




	 0  
SCRLE
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NTF 9 X 12 MORSSEAL FLANGE - TOP SCHLE
A
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Q SCALE10.1	 SEAL9FLANG DOOE R P
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SPEC NIF 9 X 12 DOORS




	 NODE= 1, SURFACE=
	 Z




SPEC	 N F 9 X 12 DOORT11.1	 SAL FLANGE - S DE
IDISPLAY= PSI /1000 . NODE=	 I, ' SURFACE=	 2
4 A 6
-2	 n	 ^!	 0	 -11	 2	 -^3
11.1	 SEAL9FLAN EDDOS DE
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SPEC	 N^F 3 X 12 DOORS
11.1	 S AL FLANGE - SIDE
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3
DISPLAY-- PS2 1000	 WOE= I
	 SURFRCE=
	 2
SPEC N^F 3 X 12 DOOR
AL FLANGE
	 STOE SUP E L,
-Y el
